
 A fun movement based activity that
strengthens your body and your sounds!



Use free items for your own classroom students, or
your own personal use.
Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars,
professional development, workshops, or other
such venues, ONLY if both credit is given to
Actions Speak as the author, and a link back to our
website is used in your presentation..

 By downloading this resource, you are agreeing
that the contents are the property of Actions
Speak licensed to you only for classroom /
personal use as a single user. We retain the
copyright, and reserve all rights to this product.
Please remember to leave feedback and follow us
at @actionsspeakkids

Terms of useTerms of use  

Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any
way, or remove copyright / watermarks.
Sell the files or combine them into another unit
for sale / free.
Post this document for sale / free elsewhere on
the internet (this includes Google Doc links on
blogs).

Thank you for your download!

You MAY:

You MAY NOT:

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics while using this product. If you encounter an issue

with your file, notice an error, or are in any way experiencing a problem, please contact us and we will be more than happy to

help sort it out. You can contact us via email with any questions you may have actionsspeakkids@gmail.com.



Products associated with Actions Speak  should not be used in replace
of medical advice or  treated as medical advice. The purpose of this  
Actions  Speak product is for educational use only. 

Always seek the advice of your child’s therapist, physician or other
qualified providers if they have a medical condition or need medical
advice.

Having your child engage in activities are to be performed at your
own risk. Actions Speak  is not responsible for any injury or damage
done while performing an activity. 

Adult supervision is recommended for every project, game and
activity. Please decide based on each individual activity if it is
appropriate for your own child. 

Any participation using Actions Speak products does not result in an
occupational therapist/ speech language pathologist relationship with
Actions Speak.

Participation in lessons and activities provided by Actions Speaks
does not guarantee skill acquisition or improvement. 

Actions Speak  disclaims liability for any damage, mishap, or injury
that may occur from engaging in any activities from the free
activities, videos and printables. 
 

.

Disclaimer



How to PLAY Speech &
    LIBS!   MoveMove

Directions:
Add some fun into your articulation practice by using these speech
sound/movement cards. 

Print out the movement cards that are related to your sound. Cut them
out and mix them into a pile. Then, practice your sound in connected
speech by reading the story aloud. When you get to a fill in the blank, pick
a card from the pile. Read the card aloud, and then do the movement!
Once completed, place the card face up and continue reading the
paragraph. Put your movement cards in order from the first one you did in
the story all the way to the last one at the end of the story.

After you complete the story and all of your movements, retell the story
using the movement cards. Focus on producing clear sounds while using the
movement cards as reminders. Once you retell the story and have
produced all the sounds to the best of your ability, make a movement
chain doing all of the movements in a row.

Tips and tricks: 
Start by doing movements 1x each. If that’s too easy do the movement 5x,
and continue to build in more.
If you are only working on your sound in one specific position (initial-
beginning, medial-middle, final-end), only focus on practicing that sound.
Continue to build in more positions of the sound as it becomes easier.

After you finish, focus on all of the sounds, and repeat them 3 or more
times.

**A cheap and easy way to laminate the cards is to use packing tape.
 



"th"

BREATHE THROW

TOOTHBRUSH EARTH



"th"

PANTHER WEATHER

MOUTH MATH



/g/

DOWN DOG

GALLOPFROG

GHOST



FREEZE DANCE

/f/

FLAP FOUR

FAIRY



JUMP

"j"

JUMP

JUMPING JACKS

JOG

JUMP

JEEP



JUMP

"j"

JUMP

CAGE 

JUGGLE

SPONGE

PAJAMAS



"sh"

PUSH UP WASH

SHAKE BRUSH



"sh"

SHIRT HORSESHOE

SUNSHINE SHOWER



/l/

LUNGE LAUGH

CLIMB CLAP



/l/

LION FOOTBALL

LEAP LEMON



/r/

BRIDGE THREE

TRASH CAN DRESS



/r/

ICE CREAM TREE

ROW RUN












